Prerequisites for Accessibility Lab

Part 1
- Computer with access to the internet for research

Part 2
- Windows XP with accessibility tools installed, or their counterparts for KDE and GNOME desktop environments for the X11 Windowing System
- Functional copy of IBM Home Page Reader or a functionally comparable web-page reader for Internet browsing
  - Internet connection as well, or local copies of web pages
- For interactive text-to-speech, an installed copy of Xpress It! for Windows or KMouth for *nix machines
- For a screen reader, Window-Eyes for the Microsoft Windows operating systems

Part 3
- Internet connection or local copies of the required number of web sites
- Variety of software applications to test
- Accessibility tools or comparable counterparts to those listed for Part 2

Part 4
- Computer with access to the internet for research
- Background programming and business or economic experience